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THE POTENTIAL MARKERS IN MANDARIN

'John HuT. fu

Florida State University

1. Introduction.,

One common surface phenomenon in Mandarin Chinese is a se-
,
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quence of two verbs with one immediately following the other in

a sentence. For example,

(1) a. he - zui
1

drink - drunk

b. Ta he - Zui le,
he drink - drunk. Asp

'he has drunk to the extent, that he gets drunk'

(2 ) a. pao - lai
** run - come

b. ,Ta.. pao - lai le.
he run - come Asp
'he has run in the direction. of the, speaker'

2
[

(3). a. zhao dao
look for - arrive

b. Ta zhao dao nei ben shu
he look or' - arrive tkAt Clas book Asp
'he has four that book'

This verb sequence has been the past often oaIiled '1r su tatia

. , verbs' [ See A; Hasilimoto (196 )c, S. Thompson (1973) j or 'causa-

tive 4Arbs', or' 'potential vera', or 4'verb-complement4Comfoundst ,
.

A

1See Chao (1968) 1. Each of these terms" is adequate for a number of

such constructiond, yet none is general enough- to covert all of them.

*
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'So, we use the term vert-merb (hereafter V-V) construction. It

is hoped that2-the term, being neutral with regard to its semen-

tic implication,. will be general enough to include all those

verbal compound6. Almost all verbs can occur in the position of

the first 'verb in the sequence, a rather limited nuaber can occur in

the position of the second. 3 In general, the first verb, often

an action verb or a motion verb, plays the main role in the sentence

with the second indicating the'result of the action, or the direction

of the motion, or)the alilability of the thing affecteld by the first

verb, etc. With regard to its sources, the V-V construction, like

English nominal compounds,
4

is an extremely complicated matter,

and the scope of this paper will not allow us'to go into its details.

So we will touch upon only those points which bear direct relevance

to the topic of this paper. ."

The two Mandarin lex1cal items de and bu, whenfIniserted hato
ti

a V-V construction, indicate the ability or inability of the persOn
I

involved in doing or accomplishing something. While de indicates

e-positive capacity, bu shows a negative potentiality. .Notice that

they are only words of 'estimate' in the speaker's opinion, not of

4fact, sp they are generally known as potential markers (hereafter

PM), They can occur only irf the positiOn:

( 4 )

Verb -(but- Verb

3
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This, however, does not mean that'all..V-V constructions can have

f.-
either de or bu. In fact, some,V-V constructions simply do not

take them, while,soMothers requiietheir presence, and still

others can have an optional.de or bU. So the purpose of this

paper is, at least, twofold: ,First, to make a distributional

.study of the two' PM's, and second, to see it there is anything

systematic, with regard to the semantic ptOperty or properties

of the V-V construction involved, which correlates with their

irregular syntactic behavior.

2. The V-V Construction Which Requires the Presence ofIthe PM

All the V-V constructions in this group must have hither gi

or Ella as t,e second member. The verbs,which can occ as the

OP
first member with al in the construction 'are exemRlified by the

folio dng:

(5)

chi, / 'eat'

zhu -

? mai 'buy'
%

0

kui 'suffft a loss'
kan 'see'

pei 9.4demnify' Mdel
zuo 'sit in A ride qi
ran 'use''.

...
(buf

nian 'study'

- ...J he 'drink'
du 'gamble'

Ilua 'spend'

4
1
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Ln, other wards; chi ai, zhu ai, mai zi,- etc. aye all unacceptable,
)

,

' forms. a literally meant 'rise, but it apparently does not hake

any connection with the of in the special V-V constructionlin

Question here.

'another lexical

meaning 'rise'.

So we will have to treat the latter simply as

item which happens to be hc7MOphdnous with the 21

`Checking through the data ih (i),.we find that

arii de qi means 'can afford to eat', chi bu qi means "'cannot afford

to eat'; zhu de ai means 'can afford to live' (in a certain place)',

zhu bu of means 'cannot afford to live (in a certain' place)'; etc.

The al as the second member in thr construction has a consistent)
meaning 'afford'. At first glance, the verbs listed in the left

Ncolum in (5) do not seem to have anything in common, but'now with

we can see that all of them involve the use
: ai meaning''afford',

'of money. 'They differ fro each other only in the specific way

of using the money. Hence the first member in this part
ti

V-V construction 'can be represented by#

(6)

deVerb
m . bu)

The ind/ of the verb indicates that,this is a set of verbs, all
4

of which involve the use of money. The productivity of the

construction is further confirmed by the following. examples

involving the use of some other verbs:

5
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(7)

zhao *Manufacture'
kai -/open (a restaurant, etc. '

Bing 'treat' bu

'learn' ael,xue

gu
wan

qi

However, there are two exceptions which,also involve either de.i( ...-

. ,
.

or bu plus 110 and yet they have-nothing to do with money. They

arg given below:

(8)

kan de qi
kan bu qi
dui de qi
dui'bu qi

'look up to,(someone)'
)

'look &own upon (someone)*
'do not feel sorry to (someone).
'feel sorry to (someone)*

a
Cases like those in (8) are limited atd by na means productive,

so they must be listed as individual items in the lexicon and

4 be treated only as idioms.

1

2.1. Possible Sources for the V-V Construction in Question

Since'ehe V -V construction with glas the second member is

a very productive prgcess, and since either de or bu bust appear

with the construction on the surface level, the' question then
s

Ar they transformationally derived or do they exist is

the deep cture? 5 Take (9).for instance:

. (9) Ta chi de/bu qi yua
Ne at PM afford fish
"he canjcannot afford to eat fish'

What is the underlying structure of (9)0, and how is this sentence

derived?

.t3
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Let us first assume that the V-V construction in)(9) is trans-
%

formationally derived and ihat the PM is later inserted:into,it

*

by a rule called Potentialization. That is to say, (9) will bawl
4

an undeAying structure like (10) in which the PM wilAnot appear;

(10)

Pred

qi

Pred

, ta.

chi

NP

Yu

It is obvious that,we need first'to lower the higher verb i and

.adjoin it to thelower verb chi, since.POtentialtsatio 'ill

operate only when there is a V-V construction available. Weeight

posit% gedicate-:Lowering rule to do then job'. The problem iss

What) kind bfrnstraint can we impose 'On the applicpionaof a

rule like this?. Tivwe lilt ai, a higher verb in the underiying

structure, as the condition, then the usefulness of the rule is
40w*

very limited; it will be an 'id hoc rule .t most., If we make it

applicable to all higher verbs, then the rule willbecOme top

powerful, and will prodleanomalous strings. What is more damaging-

6
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A

to this approach is the fact that the predicate ai does not

:carry any acceptable-semantic interpretation when taking a.,

sentential subject such as .illustrated in- (10). And furthermore,

Potentialization-mutt be marked at an obligatory rule when the

second member of the V-V construction involved is either ca or

Thus, the hypothefis to.deriye (9) frog (10) seems to be

unfeasible.

t

If we posit that the PM does exist in the underlying structure

such as (11) or (12), we still face the same problem as we do when

we have (10) as the uneferly,ing structure fOr (9), plus something

else, such as: Shall we'posit the PM at the highest predicate in

the underlying structure. (See .(11)), ort;allwe put the PM and

al under tie bane predicate (See (12))?

- S . qi

Fred.

..t 1 /\
ta V liP. 6

4.

__:,_,.---. ----_______

NP Pred

S - Potptial
'1

i

'

MP- Pred 4e/bu

. chi yu

0

41"
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4

Either way ws will have problems.

claiMs that

(12)

NP

,Fred

V NP

NP

.1"

chi yu

S. Thompson (1973)

Chinese are morphologicalycomplex

for.as being derived by a small set-

Pred

Potential

Fs

de/bu qi

r

resultative verbs in Mandarins,.

verbs which are best accounted

of lexical eules, rather than--

by syntactic transformations. Her Lexicalpotentialization Rule

y for RV's are given below:

(13)

[v -vjv
a. CV - de - V)D

R! b. CV - bu* - VrY
RV

e
(obligatory if -V is -qi, -guo),.

Though Z do not quite agree with her concerning ths'term 'Re-

sultative verbs"to cover all the V-V constructions which can

'appear in thepotentlal node, her lexical rule seems to be able

I

4

I
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to bail us out in the derivation of a sentence like (9)

According to Thpmpson, (9) will have an underlying structure.

like

(14)

chi -41:1--Chi: Yu

in which the V-Veconstruction with the PM is derived by the
. ,

lexical rule (13), and thus it does not involve any syntactic"

transformation at all. As we are all well aware that a.grhmmar

Is a tightly organized system, a modification of one part gen-

ct,

eraLly involves widespread modifications of other parts. Here
J

we see a case where the' enrichMent of a,lexical rule permits

simplification of syntactic transformation. The proper balance
.,

between various components'of the grimmar is basically an im-P.

ptrical issue, hence her lexical rule seemsto_be justified/ in

\helping gres.tly simplify the derivation of the V-V construction

in cuesti n.

VTV Construdtion With Guo as the'Second Member

Luke 21, in this position carries a specific meaning

10 "
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s
'surpass', do it should not be confused with another homophonous

uo. functioning as an,aspectsmarker in the language. The first

verb this particular V-V construction is usually an action

Ierb, since only in an action` can one compete With another, and

since only

not he has

by gampeting can one expect to find out whether or

the potentiality to surpass the other'. Some of those

verbs are given below:

xie
chang
shuo
mai
da
ma
you,
pao
zou
tiao
du
zuo

'write'

'sing'

'speak'

'fight'

'scold'

'swim'
run t

'dump'
'gamble'

'do'

',,de

bu

.0

guo

Since all the verbs in the left column of (15) share the common

semantic property r+ACTION , we can generalize that all action

4verbs can occur in that position, and reformulate (15) as (15)A.

(15)A

(del
Verb

action 7 bu

The index of the verb indicates that this is a set of'verbs, all

of which involve-a-certain type of action. Thompson's lexical
4.

rule will also apply here.

r J1.
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3.' The V-V Condtruction Which Takesan.Optional PM

, The V-4 construction into which the PM can be optionally

'inserted, can bd further classified into Wo subgroups: 'the

.4

productive group andthe unproductiva:iroup

The productive groUp includes the follow

(16) With a Directional Obmplement
.

A. The Dual-Direction Construction

shang ego "up'

xia 'go down'

chu 1 bdn

flai 'come'jin 'go into'

'go'out of iqu 'go'

guo 'go across'
hui !go back to' v

k

B,.. A Motion Verb & a peal- Direction Construction

zou

pao
tiao
you
kai
guan

shang
'run'

{ bu, 1-

'{jin

chu qu
guo

lai
'swim' 1

run' xia

'jump' de

'roll' hui

(17). With an Achievement-Complement

kan, 'see'

zhao 'look for'
mai 'buy' de

chi 'eat'

1
bu

he 'drink'

zhu, 'rent'

'

,/

(18) With a Completing Complement

. A

xie 'write'
da 'type'

chi 'eat' de
he 'drink' bu
yun 'use'

kan 'read'

wan

cdao
zhao

0
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(19). :With .a Continuation Complement

xie .

xue
chi
chang
shuo

'read'

!learn'
'eat'

de
xia qu

i

(20) With a Resultative Complement
.

.

'wash'
1.- .

xi ganjin 'clean'
xiu 'repair hao 'good'
da 'attack' dao 'down'
yun 'use' huai 'bad'
la 'prull' fj.): 1 kai 'open'

chui 'blow' da 'big'

he sdrink. zui
chi 'eat' bao 'full',, 'S ...-

The list here is by no means exhaustive, but these verbs resent

the' most common VV constructions which optionally take an PM.

All these constructions are very productive in the sense that

each set of verbs in tNe respectlive groups can be grouped

together under a common semantic property. For example, (16)A

involves two distinctive types of direction verbs: the secondary

,

direction verb (SDV) ind the primary direction verb-(PDV).
6

The

PDV consists of two lex cal items; laiimove in a dit-S7Ction toward

the speaker' and au 'move in a direction away from the speaker',
.

while the SDV consists of six lexical items, with, each specifying

a certain direction. Any member in the SDV group can be combined

with either member of the PDV group. The verbs in each group

behave alike: Where one can occur the others can occur, toor



where barred, the others are also excluded. ThUs,

( 6)A can be reformulated as

(21)

and (16)B as

(22)

SDV

/de

PDV
bu

de)

Verb
motion )

- the dual-direction construction
. bu

In (22), the dlialdirection construction itself becomes a unit

serving as the second member of the V-5/ construction in question.

As long as the first verb-it a notion verb, it'should.be able

to occur in that position. However, there are a! few motion verbs

in the lange, each of which takes only a particular dual-

direction construction, such as

(23)

chen

shen

jiang
to
chi
he

thosellisted below:

'sink'

'rise'

' 'parachute'

'eat'

'drink'

xia. qu 'go down'
shang qu 'go up'

xia lai 'cpme down'
chu lai 'cone out of
xia qu s,'go down'.
xia qu ''go down'

The reason is simply because each of them has a built-in

direction to which the. direction indicated by the directional

complement in the construction must Agree. jin a'similar manner,

-14

13
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(17) through (20) can be reformulated as (24) through-427),

respectively.

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

Verb
action

Ver
baction

Ver baction
A

;de)
- S-

,bu)

(de- s-
(bu)

lbu

(dao
t

tzhao)

wan

xia u(a"'

Verb
tion ,u.

561_ An appOpriate descriptive
ac b verb or an intransitive

Vdtb Indicating a result
of the actiph represented.
by the first verb

rr
Except for (27), the rest are rather straightforward. We might

even try to collapse (24)-(26) into onerule as (28):

(28)

V action
(de

1(bui

dzah:0

wan

xia qu

14

As for (27),"there seems to be a certain cooccurrence restriction
--

:.=

involved between the first verb and the second in each of such ii.
.1111

V-V constructions, and this is partly determined by ,the environment.



;1. The Unproductive! Croup

The V-V constructions in this group Ckttake an optional

.

PM just as '.those mentioned in ,tire previous section, but there

\ * *,
is no common Semantic property we can draw either from the first

verb or from the second :verb here. In other words, their dis-

trEbution is very limited, and each combination-is to be treated

on an individual basis. They are exemplified by the following:

(29)

/
. kao -,shan3

take the test - on
'pass the test'

kao - de - shang
'to be able to pass-the test'

kao - bu - shang
'not to be able to pass the test'

B. tan - lung
talk - close.q
'get close by talking'

is

5

.tan - de - lung
'to be able to get close to each other by talkilg'

O

15

tan - bu - lung
'not to be able to get close to each other by talk4g'

C. ken - jian
see - meet
"saw'

kan - de = jian
'to the able to see'

ken -bu- jian
'not to be "ole'to see'

O./



4. The V-V Constructions Which Do.not Cc:lc:Scour with the PM

the previous sections we have discussed two major types

o: V- constructions, each of 4ghich either requires the presence

of a PM or takes it optionally. In this section we will deal

with only those V-V constructions which do not cooccur with any

?M, They can, roughly, be divided into the following three sob-
4:4

.groups:

4.1. The IbritConstruction with the Second Member Functioning at
the Main Verb and the First Member as a Modifier

In a sentence as given in (30), the relation of the two verbs

in the construction is Quite different,frota,those of the other

V-V constructions we have studied above..

(30)
Ta ton mai shu.

he . steal buy book
'he bought the book(s) in a ltealth;'manner' dr

Notice that there are two thtngs worth paying attention to

First, the secRnd.verb mai plays the role of the main verb here ---

a phenomenon not seen in other V-V constructions. Second, the

first verb tou has lost its

metaphorically here to modif

'.,eated as an idiom if this

suite .a few other verbs can

one *ender whetheethey are

All those given tn (31) are

.

original meaning 'steal', and is used

y the whole sentence. It would be

were the only case. The fact that

follow tou in a similar manner makes

not transformation'ally deri4able.

good V-V constructions:

17

N:a

16
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A

.4.. xi /attack'
.

kan 'read' l

mai 'buy'

mai sell'

jie 'borrow'

yun. - se' 'in a stealthy-

chi . 'eat'. manner'

he 'drink'

xie 'write' .

.4.\ ChilRn kwelr',_
4:

M i j 0

14.

The suspicion that they might be transformationally derived is

0
strengthened by the similar, cases involving some other verbs

tou
'

such as those given in (32):

ji

bian
jie

a. iliang 'mai

zhu .

'

ji

b. si 9 nian
chan

.c. an shan
lung

d. yJig yao
han

giang

'memorize'

'debate'
~'borrow'
"sell'
'rent'"

'in a forcible

'memorize' in a persistent

'study' manner but with-

'get closes out reasoning' ,

to'

'hurt' 'in the dark'

'play trick on'

'demand'
'do'

'rob'

'in a forcible
manner'

17
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The foul. first verbs in (32i, meaning 'strong', 'die't 'dark',

'hard', respectivelhave all lost their origthal meaning, and

coon here as a m6difir.r in a way similar to those in (31).

e original meanings of these words been kept, none of the

construction would have been accemtabli.as a good V-V construction.

4.2. The V-V Construction,h Refers to Only One Action
4

The following construction, altholkh each consists of two

ver16*:, refer ,to only one action. As 4:rule, they cannot take

any PM.

(33)
you - wan
play - play'
'play'

tao - lung
beg - discuss
'discuss'

chao - xie
copy - write
'copy'

gao su
tell - complain
'inform'

chi - jing
eat - surprise
'be surprised'

Thus, the sequences in (34) are all unacceptable:
.

(34)

you - de - wan
*you - bu - wan

4

4

18



*tao - de - lung
*tao - bu -

ti

*chao 2 da - xie
*chao - bu - xie ,

. '*g.b.o - - su
*gao - su

i

*chi - de - jiag
*chi by ;.: ling

IL_

4.

19

`..."-

4.3. The V-V Con actions in Which B6th Members Play an Equally ..:

'Importarit Role

Another type o V-V constructions whichoes not permit the

insertions* the PM inclUd; the following'combinations:

'05)

-'1

- he-

t - drink
t and drink'

ge - wu
sing - dance
!sing and dance'

chang - you
sing - play
'sing .and play'

ting - xie.

listen - .write

llisten and write!
f.

da - ma
beat - scold
'beat and scold'

.

,

I

.
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10,

,These constructions gentrally refer to two independent actions.

The two actions might take place simultaneously or, in a close

sequence,gand there -is really no way to tell which one is playing

the main role in the examples given above. Theylare equally

important in the sense that one is not modifying the other. Thus

no PM can be inserted.
)4

(36)
,

*chi - de - he
*chi - bu - he

*ge, clef- Wu

*ge - bu - wu

*chang - de - you
*chang - "on - you

*ting - de- xie
*tiro - bu - xie

*da -.de - ma
*da bu - ma

p

5. Conclusion

This study reveals a nuaber of important things with regard

to the distribution of the two PM's in Mandarin:

(37)

A. The two PM's in the language, de and bu,
can each occur only between the two verbs
in the V-V construction in the 4anguage.

B. Not all the V-V constructions in the language
can take the PM. Some require trieloresence

of the PM pn the surface level, while others
take it optionally, and"still some others

' do not tole- te the PM.

20,
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C. The irregular distribution of the PM in
the V-V construction Can be best accounted
for in terns of the semantic role played
by the first member and the second member
in the construction, respecti,iely. And
this can be summarized az in (38).

(38)
A. Only those V-V constructions in which the

first verb, plays the main role in the
predicate phrase. pan take the PM.

B. If-the second.member of the'V-V construction'
is of or-Eu.2, Meaning 'afford' and 'surpass',
respectively, then the PM is required in the
surface(level. This seems partly due tothe
Semantic uroperties of the two second members
involved, since it is only natural to say
.'can afford" or 'cannot afford'', and 'can
surpass' or 'cannot surpass'.

C. If the second member ofhe V-V construction'
indicates g result, or a direction, or the
availability of the thing affected by the
first verb, etc., the PM can be optionally
inserted into the construction.

D. If any of -tie situations listed Belo_w ocdurs
in the V-V construction, then no PM will be
allowed to appear there.

1. The second member of the V-V construction.
plays the main role, semantically, with
the first member functioning as a modifier
of the second. -

2. The Vmy construction indicates one action,
with no complement indicating any result,
or direction, or the availability of the
thing affected by the action.

3., Each of the two verbs in the V-V construction
refers to an independenip action. They might
occur simultandbusly or in close sequence.
Neither the first nor the second is playing
the main role of 'the predicate phrase.

4S1
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-FOOTNOTE
'9'

-1. The transcription system used here is Pin-Yin. The tone marks 1W

are neglected here due to irrelevance to the topic.

02. Dao 'arrive' as the second member of the V-V construction here

serves as an achievement marler, indicating that the action repre-
Ii

sented by the first verb has been successful.

3.' To my knowledge,, only stative verbs cannot occur as the first
4

member of they-V construction. For example,

(1) Te mang - bing le.

he busy - sick 'Asp
he became sick because of be busy'

(2) Te gao - bin; le,

he tall sick Asd
'Mae became sick because of being tall'

4. See Robert Lees (1960)

5. A number of linguists have advocated the transformation hypo-

,- thesis in contrast with the phrase-structure hypothesis to refer

to the derivation of nominal compounds, verbal compounds, or con-

joined structures. They have regarded all those constructions as

derived from an underlying complex structure by transformations,

while advocates of the latter hypothesis think that those con --
.

struCtions are not derived transformationally, but rather exist
ift

in the deep structure. There is, however, some difference between

the early transformation hypothesis and the recent transformation



one The difference lj.es in the_ fact that the early hypothesis

f. is too strong without any semantic constraint,. while the recent

hypothesis advocates constraints.

6. See Lu (1973b).

fl
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